GEORGIA-CAROLINA STATE FAIR
Model Contest
CLASSES
 11 years old and under
 12 to 17 years old
 18 years and older
 18 years and older---ADVANCED modelers

CATEGORIES








Aircraft
Armor
Ships
Auto
Dioramas
Figures
Space
Sci-Fi
 Other

(scale models of flying craft: military, commercial, private, etc.)
(scale models of military land and amphibious vehicles)
(scale models of watercraft: military, commercial, private, etc.)
(scale models of civilian land vehicles: cars, trucks, motorcycles, construction, etc.)
(scale models depicting a scene)
(scale models of figures: military, civilian, cartoon, animals, imaginary, etc.)
(scale models of space program vehicles or subjects)
(scale models of science fiction and fantasy vehicles or subjects)
(at the discretion of the judges)

RULES
1. No winning model from a previous Georgia-Carolina State Fair is eligible for entry in the Contest.
2. Exhibitors are responsible to enter models in the correct Class and Category for the contest, and
correct theme for the Theme Competitions. Models entered incorrectly will not be judged.
3. Each of the four Classes will have nine Categories. Each category in each class will be judged
separately.
4. Each category with three entries or more will be awarded 1st, 2nd, and 3rd places. Categories
with less than three entries will be awarded place(s) at the discretion of the judges.
1st Place $10 2nd Place $7
3rd Place $5
Best of Class $25
Best of Show $75.00
Note: Categories with numerous entries may be split into two or more groups, at the discretion of the
judges, at the time of judging. For example, if a large number of single and multiple engine aircraft are entered in
a particular class, then the aircraft category could be split by the judges into several groups. Each group judged
separately, for example: single engine-propeller group, single engine-jets group, and multi-engine aircraft group.

5. Exhibitors may enter up to five entries in each category.
6. In addition to the regular model contest, a special Theme Competition will be included. The
model(s) judged best, in each class for the Theme Competition, would win a plaque engraved
with the modeler's name. Entries to be judged, in the Theme Competition must be entered by
the modeler, as shown on the entry form.
7. The decision of the judges is final.

